Education Hub Tech Boxes to Go – Box for mobile filming
What would I use this box for?
This box contains everything you need to film simple educational videos using your phone.
This kind of set up will work well for one-person videos (such as someone demonstrating
equipment).
What’s in the box?
1x Rode Wireless Go Compact Wireless Microphone System
1 x Rode SC7 cable (grey-pink-black cable)
1 x Apple Lightning to headphone adapter
1 x Ulanzi Phone mount with Rode Wireless Go mount
1 x Flexileg tripod
1 x Rode VideoMic Me-L for iPhone/iPad
How to use:
1. Choose your microphone according to your purpose and device:
a. Recommended: The Rode Wireless Go can record one person speaking.
Since it is wireless, you don’t have to be standing close to the phone to pick
up the sound clearly. Compatible with all smartphones.
b. The Rode VideoMic Me-L works on Apple devices and is a directional mic, so
you need to be standing relatively close to the iPhone or iPad. You can point
the mic either way – so it can record the voice of someone in front of the
camera (in frame) or someone standing behind the camera filming (e.g. for
voiceover to describe what the person in frame is doing.)
2. Attach your phone to the tripod using the Ulanzi mount (it may already be
connected to the tripod). If using the Rode VideoMic Me-L with iPhone, simply plug
in the mic (you may need to remove your case).
3. If using the Rode Wireless Go, there are some things you need to know first:
a. There are two small black devices in this set – one is the transmitter
(microphone) and the other is the receiver
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b. The transmitter should be attached to the speaker’s clothes ensuring the
silver microphone part is pointing upwards towards their voice
c. Watch this video (or scan the QR code) to see how to set up the receiver,
noting the following:
i. Use the Apple lightning to headphone jack
instead of the black SC6-L device used in the video
ii. For Android, the set-up is the same as in the
video but you don’t need the apple adapter –
simply plug the grey end of the cable straight into
your headphone jack like this:

iii. You do not need to use a special filming app as suggested, regular
video works fine
iv. Make sure both the transmitter and receiver are turned on before
you start filming – the on buttons are labelled and shown in the
picture on page 1. If the receiver is on the screen will be on and if the
microphone is on the blue light will be on.
4. Record your video!
5. Return the box to The Education Hub when you are done 
If you require assistance with this equipment or need help deciding what equipment you
should use to suit your educational need please email education.hub@rch.org.au
Scan the QR code to visit the Tips and Tricks page on the Education Hub
website for some practical tips about filming on your smartphone.

